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IN HONOR OF PROF. C. N. R. RAO ON HIS 65TH BIRTHDAY
The study by electron di4raction and high resolution electron
microscopy of several samples of the system La0.5Ca0.5MnO32d,
apart from strikingly con5rming the correctness of the ortho-
rhombic perovskite-related unit cell of a+acJ2, b+acJ2,
c+2ac for 04d40.25, points to the existence of three di-
mensional multitwinning which gives rise to an apparently double
cubic cell. For d50.5, the ordering of the anionic vacancies leads
to a new material isostructural to Sr2FeO5 and unit cell
a 5 5.361(3), b 5 16.463(9), c 5 5.340(3) As , space group Ibm2.
The magnetic characterization of the three compositions has
been carried out and related to the structure. ( 1999 Academic Press

Key Words: colossal magnetoresistance; La0.5Ca0.5MnO32d;
twinning in perovskites.

INTRODUCTION

Perovskite-related manganese oxides have been inten-
sively studied for the past several years in order to under-
stand the colossal magnetoresistance (CMR) exhibited by
this system. A signi"cant contribution in the compositional
and structural changes in the RE

1~x
M

x
MnO

3
system

(RE"La, Nd, Gd, Y; M"Ca, Sr, Ba, Pb) and their e!ects
in either magnetic properties, such as the magnitude of
magnetoresistance and the ferromagnetic transition temper-
ature, or in the electron transport properties, in particular
charge-ordering e!ects, has been made by Rao and his
group (1}19).

CMR was reported for the La
1~x

M
x
MnO

3
(M"Ca, Sr,

Ba) system in bulk and in thin "lms (20}22), the occurrence
of giant magnetoresistance being linked to the presence of
1To whom correspondence should be addressed at: Departamento de
QumHmica InorgaH nica, Facultad de QumHmicas, Universidad Complutense,
28040 Madrid, Spain. Fax: 34 91 394 43 52; E-mail: jgcalbet@eucemax.
sim.ucm.es.
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an optimal proportion of Mn4` ions (5). In the case of the
undoped material LaMnO

3`d (d"0), the Mn ions are
formally trivalent with the electronic con"guration of t3

2'
e1
'
.

Lattice defects such as cation vacancies and/or substitution
of divalent cations for La3` can dope holes into the e

'
levels

resulting in a formally mixed valence Mn3`/Mn4` matrix
where these doped holes may be localized or itinerant. The
di!erent types of magnetic ordering present in the system
La

1~x
M

x
MnO

3`d (M"Ca, Sr) depend on the value of x.
The Mn3`}O}Mn4` exchange interaction is ferromagnetic
due to the fact that the e

'
itinerant electron is exchanged

between Mn3` and Mn4` ions by the so-called double
exchange mechanism (23) while the Mn3`}O}Mn3` and
Mn4`}O}Mn4` superexchange interactions are anti-
ferromagnetic. The complete phase diagram of
La

1~x
Ca

x
MnO

3
was obtained for the "rst time through

magnetization and resistivity measurements over a broad
range of temperatures and concentrations (24). Near
x"0.5, the ground state changes from a ferromagnetic
conductor to an antiferromagnetic insulator, which accord-
ing to several authors (19, 25, 26) is associated to a charge
ordering state. The phase diagram of several related perov-
skite-type manganites with "xed doping levels of x"0.5,
RE

0.5
Sr

0.5
MnO

3
(RE"Nd, Sm, Pr, La) reported by

Tokura et al. (27, 28) reveals that the competition between
the ferromagnetic double-exchange and antiferromagnetic
charge-ordering instability gives rise to a lattice-coupled
"rst-order phase transition induced by a relatively low mag-
netic "eld.

The introduction of anionic vacancies must necessarily
a!ect both the magnetic and transport properties. Many
models have been proposed to explain the vacancy distribu-
tion in the undoped LaMnO

3
systems. The "rst and fore-

most model proposed by To"eld and Scott (29) explains the
oxygen excess in the form of La as well as Mn vacancies in
the structure, with the greater proportions of the former.
8



FIG. 1. Thermogravimetric curve of La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3~d showing the

oxygen loss corresponding to the formation of d"0.25 and 0.5 composi-
tions.
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Kuo et al. (30) have proposed that the vacancies in the
A and B sites are likely to be in equal amounts and with the
possibility of La vacancies present along with the oxygen
vacancies. Van Roosmalen and co-workers (31, 32) have
demonstrated from neutron powder di!raction and density
measurements that oxygen excess cannot be accommodated
in LaMnO

3`d where Mn4` is created by the presence of
random distribution of La and Mn vacancies in equal
amounts but with the oxygen sublattice fully occupied. The
presence of substantially higher proportions of Mn va-
cancies depending sensitively on the oxidation conditions
has been also reported (33). Similar considerations also
apply for the Ca and Sr doped La

1~x
M

x
MnO

3
materials.

On the other hand, it is well known that some Mn
perovskites are catalysts which readily release oxygen from
the selective oxidation of hydrocarbons, in the process form-
ing nonstoichiometric phases up to d"0.5 as in
CaMnO

3~d (34). The three dimensionally linked MnO
6

octahedra present in CaMnO
3

on reduction convert to
MnO

5
square pyramids and on proceeding from CaMnO

3
to CaMnO

2.5
(35) the proportions of the MnO

5
square

pyramids increases and the MnO
6

octahedra decreases. In
total "ve distinct compositions grossly nonstoichiometric
consisting of superstructures formed by the ordering of
vacancies have been reported (36). Thus the La

1~x
Ca

x
MnO

3`d perovskite system should also undergo similar
selective redox reactions to render oxygen de"cient phases
under reducing atmosphere.

In the view of the fascinating magnetic and electrical
properties of the LaMnO

3
, its substituted derivatives, and

its ability to lose and take oxygen we consider it interesting
to study the La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

3~d (04d40.5) system con-
taining varying percentages of Mn4`, to understand the
type of vacancy ordering by using selected area electron
di!raction (SAED) and high resolution electron microscopy
(HREM) and its in#uence on the magnetic properties.

EXPERIMENTAL

The oxidized sample of La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3

was prepared
by ceramic method by heating in air stoichiometric amounts
of the corresponding oxides or carbonates at 14003C for
110 h. Samples with anionic vacancies were obtained by
controlled reduction under H

2
/He of the samples prepared

in air. Chemical analysis was performed to obtain the nom-
inal atomic ratio using an atomic absorption technique.
Thermogravimetric measurements performed on a CAHN
D-200 electrobalance indicate that the oxygen
stoichiometry per unit formula is 3.0 with an equal per-
centage of Mn3` and Mn4`. The reduction of the
La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

3
sample was carried out in the CAHN

D-200 electrobalance. The formation of La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3~d

(d"0.25, 0.5) by the reduction of La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3

on
loosing 0.25 and 0.5 oxygen, respectively, per unit formula is
shown in the thermogravimetric plot in Fig. 1. The samples
of both oxidized and reduced ones were characterized by
powder X-ray di!raction. Figures 2 (a}c) shows the indexed
X-ray di!raction patterns of the La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

3~d
(d"0.0, 0.25, 0.5) samples, respectively. SAED and HREM
were performed by using both JEOL 2000 FX and JEOL
4000 EX electron microscopes. Samples were ultrasonically
dispersed in n-butanol and then mounted on carbon-coated
microgrids.

The magnetic properties were obtained in a SQUID mag-
netometer in the temperature range from 5 to 400 K. The
transport characterization was made by the DC constant
current with standard four-terminals technique under mag-
netic "elds up to 9 T.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The structure of the La
1~x

A
x
MnO

3
(A"Ca, Sr) system

is complex due to the structural distortions which lead to
a variety of closely related pseudo-cubic crystal structures.
These distortions depend on the cation and oxygen
stoichiometry as well as synthesis conditions and are typical
of the cubic packed pervoskites (37, 38). The predominant
structures are cubic (Pm3m, a+a

1
, Z"1, or Fm3m,

a+2a
1
, Z"8), the GdFeO

3
-type orthorhombic (Pbnm,

a+b+J2a
1
, c"2a

1
, Z"4) or LaAlO

3
-type rhombo-

hedral/hexagonal (R31 c, a+J2a
1
, a+60.53, Z"2 or

a+2a
1
, c+2J3a

1
, Z"6) (5, 39, 40) and there are reports

of monoclinic (P2
1
/c) and another orthorhombic structure

(Imma, at low temperature) (41, 42). All these structures are
closely related and therefore have similar free energy of
formation. In this study, the X-ray di!raction pattern of the
compound La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

3
is indexed in the space group

Pbnm.
However, the SAED study shows a more complex situ-

ation. Figure 3a shows the SAED pattern along the [001]
#



FIG. 2. X-ray powder di!raction patterns of La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3~d .

(a) d"0 (b)"0.25, (c) d"0.5.
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axis,2 which could be indexed on the basis of a double
perovskite cell. Figure 3b shows the SAED pattern corre-
sponding to another area of the same crystal. It can be
observed that some spots have disappeared. The corre-
sponding HREM image (Fig. 3c) indicates that the situation
corresponds actually to a multitwinning involving two indi-
vidual orthorhombic domains. In each of the individual
domains the double perovskite axis was at random in one of
the three space directions. The regions marked B and C cor-
respond to each domain, and the corresponding di!raction
patterns of each domain are schematically shown in Fig. 3b.
It is clear that the selected area diagram covering the re-
gions of contact of the two types of the domains will give
an electron di!raction pattern similar to that of Fig. 3b.
2Subindex c refers to the cubic perovskite subcell.
It is worth pointing out that a slight distortion of
+J2a

#
]+J2a

#
]2a

#
is not obvious in the powder X-

ray di!raction pattern or in the electron di!raction pattern
since the orthorhombic distortion is extremely small that
favors the formation of the three dimensional twinning.
Such a type of multitwinning has been reported in several
slightly distorted orthorhombic perovskite-related systems
(43}45).

The sample La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3

on reduction loses oxygen
gradually and two di!erent oxygen de"cient phases such as
La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

2.75
and La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

2.5
could be stabil-

ized. The X-ray di!raction pattern of the compound
La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

2.75
shown in Fig. 2b is similar to that of

La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3
and could be indexed in the orthorhombic

system with the space group Pbnm. The electron di!raction
pattern of this compound is shown in Fig. 4a. As in the
previous case, the SAED pattern of this phase at "rst sight
seems to be that of a two-fold superstructure of the basic
perovskite. But once again the corresponding high resolu-
tion image (Fig. 4b) reveals a multitwinned situation as seen
in La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

3
. The area represented in the micro-

graph shows that three individual domains coexist. Regions
marked A, B, C correspond to the individual domains and
the corresponding electron di!raction patterns are sche-
matically shown below the SAED patterns of each domain.
It is obvious from the high resolution image that the SAED
pattern taken covers the three types of domains which can
be interpreted as the juxtaposition of the three SAED pat-
terns from the regions A, B, C. However, the di!erence
between the structure of La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

3
and

La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
2.75

is that the size of the microdomains is
much smaller in the latter compound. This suggests that the
domain size decreases as the concentration of the anionic
vacancies increases showing that to a certain extent the
defects are accommodated in the form of microdomains
since oxygen vacancies seem to be accommodated in the
domain walls.

The microdomain walls as seen here can be rationalized
by considering them as intermixtures in three dimensions of
a few high-index interface surfaces which, because of their
inherent pseudosymmetry, possess sets of coincident sites
that are suitable for the formation of low-energy composi-
tional planes. This kind of environment is established purely
by the partial distortion of the regular octahedral frame-
work where the octahedra can be considered as a structural
block which remains invariant as they undergo topological
distortion. Such a concept was proposed by White et al. (43)
in a study of twin boundaries in the CaTiO

3
perovskite

system using Glazer's notation of octahedral tilt (46). The
transition metal (in this case Mn) atoms retain their cen-
trosymmetric position all through the lattice and the oxygen
arrays undergo additional distortion at the compositional
plane. If the parent O and Ca (in this case La and Ca) arrays
are superimposed, the maximum mismatch of the coincident



FIG. 3. (a) SAED pattern corresponding to La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3

along the [001]
#
axis. (b) SAED pattern corresponding to another area of the same

crystal. (c) HREM image involving two individual domains represented by B and C. The schematic representation corresponding to the electron
di!raction patterns of each domain [111 0] and [001] is shown in (b).
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FIG. 4. (a) SAED pattern corresponding to La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
2.75

along [001]
#
. (b) Corresponding high resolution image showing microdomains

involving juxtapositioning of three individual domains represented by A, B, and C. The electron di!raction patterns of the individual domains are
schematized below the SAED pattern.
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sites is much less compared to the mismatch seen in the
compositional planes. Since the Mn atoms are not displaced
from their special positions it is anticipated that the
transition metal (Mn) array will su!er minimal distortion
and should be almost perfectly coherent across the interface.
Thus, when the parent perovskite is subjected to topotactic
reduction, the transition metal undergoes a change in the
oxidation state leading to the distortion in the oxygen
network and formation of compositional planes. For simple
examples such as perovskites, where in the compositional
planes they are well de"ned and planar, it is possible to
consider the formation of such boundaries as a way of
generating thin, lamellar intergrowths of other perovskite
polytypes within the parent structure. Such twin boundaries
could propagate through a real crystal without destroying
the integrity of the octahedral network and it is common to
see more of such boundaries leading to the formation of
more composition planes on further reduction. The anion-
de"cient phase tends to form di!erently oriented microdo-
mains up to a certain extent of oxygen de"ciency. A possible
explanation for the di!erent orientations of these domains
FIG. 5. Experimental and simulated SAED patterns correspond
lies in the unequal distortion of the octahedra within the
perovskite structure.

The sample La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
2.75

on further reduction
converts to La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

2.5
. The X-ray di!raction pat-

tern of this phase is shown in Fig. 2c. The cell parameters of
this phase obtained from the X-ray di!raction analysis are
a"5.361(3) As . b"16.436(9) As , c"5.340(3) As , which is
consistent with the values obtained from SAED patterns.
The SAED patterns corresponding to the [100] and [1011 ]
zone axes are shown in Figs. 5a and 5b. Rietveld pro"le
re"nement of the X-ray powder di!raction was done with
the model of Sr

2
Fe

2
O

5
structure crystallizing in the Ibm2

space group consisting of octahedra and oppositely oriented
tetrahedral units (47). The pro"le re"nement done with the
coordinates of Sr

2
Fe

2
O

5
(47) resulted in a satisfactory

agreement with the calculated and experimental (hkl), with
a R

1
"12.01, R

8.1
"16.06, R

I, ),-
"11.56, though with

a higher R
8.1

. As a further test, the SAED patterns were
simulated with the coordinates of the Sr

2
Fe

2
O

5
type for the

[100] and [101] zone axes, giving a good agreement with
the experimental SAED patterns, as shown in Figs 5a and
ing to La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
2.5

along (a) [100] and (b) [1011 ] zone axes.
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5b. Two structural projections were drawn using the coordi-
nates of the Sr

2
Fe

2
O

5
-type model. One along the [100]

orientation and the other one tilting this to [1011 ], as shown
in Figs. 6a and 6b, suggesting that the structure is similar to
that of Sr

2
Fe

2
O

5
with alternate [MnO

6
] octahedra and

[MnO
4
] tetrahedral like coordination. The structure of

Sr
2
Fe

2
O

5
is di!erent from that of the brownmillerite-type

Ca
2
Fe

2
O

5
, though both these structures are derived by the

reduction of ABO
3

perovskite-type structure with the oxy-
gen vacancies ordered along alternate rows (48). In this way,
half-octahedral sites are transformed into tetrahedral sites.
The signi"cant di!erence between both these structures is
with respect to the orientation of the tetrahedral unit and
more particularly in the position of the tetrahedrally sur-
FIG. 6. Structural projections of La
0.5

Ca
0.5

M

rounded Fe atom and one of the oxygen atoms sharing
the corners of the tetrahedra. However, the system
LaSrCuAlO

5
which is related to the brownmillerite-type

structure crystallizes with a unit cell dimension of a"2a
#
,

b"2a
#
J2, c"J2a

#
, with Cu in octahedral and Al in

tetrahedral coordination, leading to rows of vacancies alig-
ned in every Al tetrahedral layer (49). It is known
that CaMnO

3
on reduction to CaMnO

2.5
results in a

structure consisting of oppositely oriented [MnO
5
] square

pyramids. CaMnO
2.5

crystallizes with the cell dimen-
sion a"5.424 As , b"10.230 As , c"3.735 As in the space
group Pbam (35). In this Sr

2
Fe

2
O

5
-type structure, the

loss of 0.5 oxygens per unit formula results in a struc-
ture consisting of [MnO

6
] octahedra and a removal of
nO
2.5

along (a) [100] and (b) [1011 ] orientation.



FIG. 7. (a) Temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility s (T) measured at 1 kOe "eld for La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3~d (d"0.0, 0.25, 0.5). (b) Hysteresis

loops for La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3.00

.
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oxygen from the in-plane site leading to a tetrahedral-like
coordination.

The charge balance in La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
2.5

suggests that
the average oxidation state of Mn is 2.5, which would "t to
50% of Mn3` and 50% of Mn2`, with Mn3` in tetrahedral
coordination and Mn2` in octahedral coordination due to
its ionic radii. However, there are no reports showing the
presence of Mn3` in tetrahedral coordination. In fact, in the
table of the e!ective ionic radii of Shannon (50), Mn3` is
shown to be present only in V and VI coordination. If,
according to that, Mn3` cannot be in tetrahedral coordina-
tion, all Mn3` should be present in octahedral and all
Mn2` in tetrahedral coordination. Assuming this fact and
taking into account the ionic radii of Shannon
(IVr

M/2`"0.66 As , and VIr
M/3`"0.83 As ), the estimate of the

c parameter of 16.02 As is quite far from the experimental
value of 16.436 As .

Van Roosmalen et al. (31, 32, 51, 52) have stated that the
oxygen excess in LaMnO

3`d is incorporated by the partial
charge disproportionation of Mn3` into Mn2` and Mn4`.
Considering the possibility of charge disproportionation of
Mn3`, the oxidation state of the manganese in
La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

2.5
would lead to 25% of Mn4` and 75% of

Mn2`, both of which could occupy the IV and VI coordina-
tion. In such a case, there exist two possibilities, the "rst one
wherein the Mn4` is in tetrahedral coordination
(VIr

M/4`"0.39 As ) (since Mn4` has a lower ionic radii than
Mn2`) for which case the c parameter calculated is 16.22 As .

However, a disproportionation mechanism is less justi"ed
in a reduction process as compared to the incorporation of
oxygen in LaMnO

3`d . In this case, it is worth recalling that
La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

2.50
has been obtained by reduction of

La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3

where both Mn3` and Mn4` are oc-
tahedrally coordinated. A possible reduction mechanism to
give 75% Mn2` and 25% Mn4` would assume the initial
reduction of Mn3` to Mn2` and the change of Mn4` to
Mn2`. In fact, in the thermogravimetric measurement, two
di!erent kinetics are observed since a change in the slope is
apparent at d"2.75 (Fig. 1). If this is true, it seems logical
that Mn4` would stay in octahedral coordination and
Mn2` would stay in both octahedral and tetrahedral coord-
ination leading again to a calculated c parameter equal to
16.20 As . Moreover, an argument supporting this reduction
mechanism is that such a reduction should lead to an
TABL
Unit Cell Parameters and Magnetic Data fo

Composition a b

La
0.50

Ca
0.50

Mn4`
0.50

Mn3`
050

O
3.00

5.407(2) 5.401(3)
La

0.50
Ca

0.50
Mn4`

0.50
Mn2`

0.50
O

2.75
5.436(2) 5.421(1)

La
0.50

Ca
0.50

Mn4`
0.25

Mn2`
0.75

O
2.50

5.361(3) 16.436(9)
intermediate stage in which 50% Mn4` and 50% Mn2`

coexist leading to La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
2.75

, while a dispropor-
tionation mechanism should imply a reduction in only one
step leading to La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

2.50
.

Figure 7a shows the temperature dependence of magnetic
susceptibility s(¹) measured in a 1 kOe "eld for the
La

0.5
Ca

0.5
MnO

3~d samples (d"0.0, 0.25, 0.50). For
d"0.0, the susceptibility behavior as reported (53) presents
three clear anomalies. The "rst one corresponds to
a transition from paramagnetic to an almost ferromagnetic
state at ¹

#
+254 K. At lower temperature, there is a clear

drop in the susceptibility (¹
CO

+190 K), probably due to
the charge ordering (localization) of the charge carriers.
Later, at lower temperature, a cusp is observed in the
magnetic susceptibility close to the temperature value which
for di!erent reduced samples (d"0.25), strong di!erences
for "eld and zero "eld cooling processes are observed. The
paramagnetic moment for this system is 5.02 k

B
per formula,

which is rather higher than the expected value of 4.35 k
B

per
formula, corresponding to an average Mn oxidation state of
3.5 (50% Mn4`, 50% Mn3`) (see Table 1).

This view is oversimpli"ed due to the fact that for this
concentration probably di!erent magnetic phases coexist
and the "rst order transition of the charge ordering state
presents very strong hysteretic behavior (Fig. 7b). It is inter-
esting to point out that at 2 K, a clear ferromagnetic (or
superparamagnetic) behavior is observed with a saturation
moment of 1.8 k

B
/Mn. Nevertheless, the saturation value in

the ordered state is always below the expected, i.e.,
k
B
"1.0 k

B
/Mn at 225 K and k

4
"0.5 k

B
/Mn at 5 K.

The creation of anionic vacancies produces a big drop in
the magnetic susceptibility. For d"0.25, there is some
reminiscence of the charge ordering at ¹+200 K and
a clear irreversibility at 40 K, which could indicate a glassy
behavior at low temperature, probably induced by the lack
of oxygen in the superexchange interaction path. For
d"0.50, the susceptibility is much lower, with an irreversi-
bility at ¹+30 K.

Also the transport measurements of this system are very
sensitive to the creation of anionic vacancies. The temper-
ature dependence of the resistivity for two magnetic "elds (0
and 9 T), corresponding to La

0.50
Ca

0.50
MnO

3.00
, is shown

in Fig. 8a. A clear change from semiconducting to insulating
behavior is observed at the charge localization temperature
E 1
r La0.5Ca0.5MnO32d (04d40.5) Samples

c d '
K

(K) M
T)

/f.u. M
E91

/f.u.

7.629(2) 0.00 254.4 4.35 k
B

5.02 k
B
$0.2

7.692(2) 0.25 102.0 4.86 k
B

4.82 k
B
$0.08

5.340(3) 0.50 !155.0 5.39 k
B

6.07 k
B
$0.08



FIG. 8. (a) Temperature dependence of the resistivity for two magnetic "elds (0 and 9 T) for the sample La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3.0

. (b) Corresponding
isotherm data. (c) Variation of resistivity showing the insulating behavior in the full temperature range for a sample with d"0.05.

FIG. 9. Magnetoresistance measurements of La
0.5

Ca
0.5

MnO
3.00

.
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(¹
CO

+190 K), with a very strong hysteretic behavior on
temperature. The isothermal data (Fig. 8b) shows a complic-
ated behavior depending on the thermal and magnetic his-
tory. The temperature dependence of the magnetoresistance
(R

H/0T
!R

H/9T
)/R

H/0T
is shown in Fig. 9 and indicates

a value close to 100% for ¹(125 K, coincident with di!er-
ent authors (53). It is apparent that the origin of the drastic
drop in resistivity on an applied magnetic "eld is related to
the small amount of vacancies (d"0.05 or higher), because
the creation of anionic vacancies in La

0.50
Ca

0.50
MnO

3
produces a frustration of the magnetic ordering and the
disappearance of the magnetoresistance and a clear insulat-
ing behavior in the full temperature range (Fig. 8c).

The paramagnetic moment calculated for the di!erent
compounds with 04d40.5 shows a clear increase as d in-
creases, as is the case for the experimental value observed
from magnetic susceptibility from d"0 to 0.5. However, the
experimental paramagnetic moments are almost 0.5 k

B
higher than the calculated moments. This di!erence be-
tween calculated and experimental paramagnetic moments
is qualitatively higher if we do not consider the charge
disproportion, so that the magnetic measurements will be in
favor of higher amount of Mn2`. Another possible explana-
tion for the di!erence between the theoretical value (includ-
ing Mn2`) and the experimental, could be the formation of
some kind of small superparamagnetic clusters, which later
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give rise to the irreversible behavior at low temperature and
relieve the condition of a true paramagnetic moment. Only
in the case of d"0.25 are the experimental and calculated
values inside the error. From d"0 to 0.5, the main mag-
netic interation changes from mostly ferromagnetic (h"
254 K) to short range antiferromagnetic (h"!155 K).
Also in the case of d+0, the calculated paramagnetic mo-
ment is obtained in a limited temperature range 300(¹(

390 K, which is re#ected in a higher error. However, more
experimental data as isothermal hysteresis loops are neces-
sary in order to explain the complex magnetic behavior.
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